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Abstract: In today’s scenario, distributed denials of service (DDoS) attacks are
creating a big problem for the Internet services. Here we present the deployment
and working of the proposed defense system on multiple Internet service
providers (ISP). The main aim of the proposed defense system is to monitor the
incoming traffic on the edge router, identify the happening of DDoS attack, and
rate limiting or blocking the attack traffic. The success of the defense system will
largely depend upon the accuracy during attack detection and the collaboration
among the various participating ISP domains. The defense system can be
incrementally deployed on the participating ISPs. So here we will discuss the
deployment of DDoS defense mechanism in multiple ISPs and will prove that the
performance of defense system can be increased by increasing the participation
from ISP domains.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, attempt to disrupt services provided to
legitimate users by overwhelming the target with a large number of attack packets [1, 2].
These attacks are often conducted through botnets. The DDoS attacks have grown larger
year by year. In 2013, the largest attack volume peaked at 300 Gbps. As per arbor networks
[3], the largest attack reported this year was 800 Gbps, 60% increase over last year. As per
the report, the service provider customers remain the number one target of DDoS attacks,
with an increasing proportion of attacks targeting them. In recent times, DDoS attacks have
become shorter in duration, often lasting only a few hours or even just minutes. According
to Akamai [4], the average attack lasts 17 hours. In addition to the reduced duration, the
attacks are getting more sophisticated and varying the methods used, making them harder to
mitigate. There exist many solutions to the DDoS problem but they suffer from some kind
of disadvantages. So we need a solution which ensures the early detection and mitigation of
DDoS attacks.
Here we proposed an agent based defense mechanism, which can be invoked when ISP
received a defense request from its customer network or it can be deployed as a self-
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defence mechanism to ensure uninterrupted services to their customers. The deployment of
defense mechanism can be done in phases. We will start the deployment from destination
network and can extend it to neighbouring ISPs. The level of expansion will entirely
depend on ISPs which are willing to participate in the defense. The defense can be initiated
by the coordinator, asking its agents to monitor the traffic passing through their edge
routers. The agent starts observing the incoming traffic passing through the edge router by
invoking a detection algorithm. The detection algorithm helps in the identification of DDoS
attack. As soon as a DDoS attack is identified & confirmed, the packets which belong to the
attack traffic will be dropped. The agent takes the help of gateway router in the
confirmation of a DDoS attack. Furthermore, the agent shares attack related information to
their coordinator using secure messaging. The coordinator then alerts the other agents to
start filtering the traffic heading towards the identified destination. The coordinator further
shares attack related information to the coordinators of neighbouring ISPs. The
neighbouring ISPs then initiate the defense by instructing their agents to filter the attack
traffic for the particular destination. The proposed defense system can handle some
common types of DDoS attacks as described in [13].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The existing distributed defense
methods in literature are identified in section II. Section III highlights the defense
architecture and the defense process in detail. Section IV describes the process to be
followed in the incremental deployment. In Section V, simulation scenario is presented and
a performance evaluation using identified metrics is discussed in Section VI. Sections VII
concludes with findings of research work.
2. RELATED WORK
In literature, researchers have suggested numerous kinds of DDoS defense mechanisms
under various environments. The related work for this paper reflects the different areas
related to distributed DDoS defense and agent-based network modelling and simulation.
A range of architectures and frameworks have been identified and developed in the
recent past to counteract DDoS attacks. There exist many defense mechanisms like PaC [5],
Distributed Change-Point Detection [6], DefCOM [7], COSSACK [8], sShield [9],
perimeter-based defense [10], which works in a cooperative manner to handle DDoS
attacks. There exist many approaches like discrete-event and agents-based simulations [1112], that can be useful to explore network modelling and simulation. The choice of specific
approach depends on some factors like level of defense, protocols, traffic and scalability of
models. Our aim is to test the defense mechanism by deploying it at various places on the
Internet.
Recently, the concept of agents has been incorporated by the researcher in their
implementations. There exist many defense systems, as reflected in the references [14-15],
which uses the concept of agent in carrying out the defense. The agents not only deliver the
reasonable benefits by improving defense quality but also incorporate the latest technology
and specific proficiency. The proposed defense system also carries distributed defense with
the help of agents and coordinators.
In [16], we have already identified the various locations in the Internet/network where a
defense system can be deployed and came with the fact that distributed defense is the best
solution to control DDoS attacks efficiently. Later in [17], we have also proved that
distributed defense is far better than centralized defense. We have already identified the
entropy and threshold based detection and filtering mechanisms which can monitors the
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incoming flow on edge router and identify the occurrence of a DDoS attack. In case, when
a DDoS attack happens, it will drop all the attack packets and informs about attack related
information to its coordinators. We have already tested its performance in single ISP
network. So our contribution in this paper includes:
 The generation of Internet like realistic topology based on autonomous systems
including single or multiple domains
 Traffic generation between hosts resembles realistic traffic patterns in order to get
meaningful and accurate evaluation result
 Implementation of defense algorithms on edge & core routers in the form of agents
and coordinators
The focus of this paper is to evaluate the effectiveness of DDoS defense mechanism in
multiple ISP networks. The performance can be tested by adding more and more ISP
networks in defense process incrementally.
3. DEFENSE ARCHITECTURE
The proposed defense architecture is based on coordinators and agents, which work on
the behalf of Internet service providers. The following entities are involved in carrying a
distributed DDoS defense.
3.1. Coordinator Mechanism
There exists a central coordinator in each stub network. The coordinator can be
implemented as a dedicated machine connected with the core router or it can be the part of
core router itself. The main function of the coordinator is to manage various agents
deployed on edge routers and collaborating with the coordinators of neighbouring
participating ISPS’s. The coordinator asks their agents to monitor and identify the
happening of DDoS attacks. The coordinator can receive attack related information from
any agents and instruct other agents to filter the attack traffic. The other responsibility of
coordinator is to share attack related information with the neighbouring coordinators so that
they can initiate defense in their respective domain and further alerts to their neighbouring
autonomous systems.
3.2. Agent Mechanism
The main functions assigned to the agents are traffic monitoring, attack detection, and
filtering/rate limiting of attack traffic. We have already proposed an entropy and threshold
based attack detection algorithm that can be implemented on the edge routers. The agents
holding detection algorithm will monitor the incoming traffic and identify the happening of
DDoS attack. A part of detection mechanism is also to be implemented on the gateway
router which helps in the confirmation of DDoS attacks. If an attack is detected then the
packets related to attack traffic will be filtered and attack related parameters will be passed
to the coordinator.
3.3. Secure Communication
Messaging is the means of communication between agents and coordinators. The
agent communicates with coordinator through secure messaging, so as to avoid it from
hackers and attackers. Here we discuss the authentication process for communication
between customer networks, coordinators, and agents. It is assumed that customer networks
are already registered with the ISP domains. Coordinators and agents are trusted entities
within the ISP domain. The DDoS defense call can be requested by the customer network
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or it can be initiated by coordinator as a part of self-defence. During communication, the
customer, coordinator, and agents exchange their public keys. The coordinator can
authenticate a customer network by retrieving its public key from its database by using the
32-bit source IP address and later verifying the signed hashed digest. The coordinator
retrieves the session key by decrypting the encrypted portion using its private key. Now it
responds to the customer with a new signed hashed digest. The customer network can
verify the signed digest using the public key of coordinator. The coordinator uses the
similar process to authenticate different agents within its domain and other coordinators in
neighbouring domains.
3.4. Defense Process
DDoS attack detection can be performed by applying any of the three approaches i.e.
anomaly based approach, signature based approach or entropy based approach. Signature
based approach identifies DDoS attacks by matching their signature against a database but
it can detect only known attack and fails against new attacks. Anomaly based approach
monitors and compares the network behaviour against a base value to detect DDoS attacks
but the main drawback is that it can results in false positives if the base value is configured
incorrectly. Entropy is a feature of information theory [21] that can be used to identify the
randomness in flows. The value of entropy (calculated during continuous time intervals)
and threshold value (predefined) can be used to detect the presence of attacks. The main
advantage of entropy based scheme is that it is fast and more accurate as compare to others.
The proposed agent based defense system also uses an advanced entropy based attack
detection algorithm which uses predefined threshold values for detecting DDoS attacks.
Fig. 1 shows the internal architecture of DDoS defense mechanism which can work in
both isolated & distributed mode.

Fig. 1. Distributed DDoS defense architecture
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The coordinator can instruct the agents to initiate a DDoS defense against a particular
destination (if a defense request is received from a particular customer network) or can start
the defense in self-mode, so as to provide reliable service to its customers. As soon as an
agent receives a defense request from its coordinator, it enables the detection algorithm.
The detection algorithm works by characterizing the incoming flow and computes entropy
for each flow and normalized router entropy. The normalized router entropy is compared
against a predefined threshold value to check whether the router is experiencing a
suspicious activity or not. If a suspicious activity is happening then next step is know the
flow which is responsible for the suspicious activity. Once the suspicious flow is identified
then the last step is to check whether it is a DDoS attack or a flash event (having similar
characteristics like DDoS attacks). The happening of a DDoS attack can be confirmed by
comparing the difference of entropy rates at edge and gateway router against a threshold
value. If the flow is confirmed as an attack flow then its packets will be dropped.
4. INCREMENTAL DEPLOYMENT
The defense system can be deployed on the edge routers of the stub networks. Initially,
we start by deploying the defense mechanism in target ISP/stub network. It can be further
enhanced by covering more and more stub networks in an incremental fashion. Fig. 1
shows the placement of coordinator and agents in the target stub network. The coordinator
is placed on the core router and agents will be placed on the edge routers. The agents
monitor the incoming traffic passing the edge router with the help of threshold-entropy
based detection. The detection algorithm helps the agents in the detection of a DDoS attack
and attack packets. The agent’s further rate-limit/drop the attack packets and the attack
related information is shared with the coordinator. The coordinator then instructs other
agents to rate limit/filter the attack traffic heading towards the particular destination. Fig. 2
shows the placement of coordinator and agents on core and edge routers. The dotted line
shows the secure communication happens among them.

Fig. 2. Defense scenario of victim side stub network
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The effectiveness of the defense system can be increased if the maximum number of
neighbouring ISPs will become ready to participate in the defense process. The true
purpose of distributed defense can only be achieved if we are able to deploy the defense
system on a maximum number of source stub networks. The attack traffic originated from
source stub networks will travel through transit networks and later reaches the destination.
So our aim is to detect and filter the attack traffic at their source. The defense system can be
deployed on any number of stub networks, more is the coverage better will be the defense.
Fig. 3 illustrates the incremental deployment and communication between coordinators of
neighbouring ISPs.

Fig. 3. Incremental deployment of defense system
The coordinators share attack related information with their neighbouring
coordinators. As soon as a coordinator receives attack related information from its
neighbouring coordinator, it instructs its agents to start the defense process against the ongoing attack on identified destination.
5. EXPERIMENTATION
We analysed our defense model using simulations carried out using OMNeT++ [18],
INET [19] and ReaSE [20]. OMNeT++ is a discrete event simulator and mostly used in
large scale simulations. INET framework extends the OMNeT++ by providing Internet
specific protocols like TCP/IP etc. ReaSE is a tool that can be integrated with OMNeT++
and is used to create a realistic autonomous system based Internet topologies. ReaSE
extends INET in order to provide the functionality of basic TCP/IP protocols for
OMNeT++. Fig. 4 shows the transit stub autonomous system based Internet topology
containing 02 transit autonomous systems and 07 stub autonomous systems. The term ISP
domain, stub network and autonomous system will reflect the same meaning in this paper.
Fig. 4 presents the detailed view of proposed topology connecting 07 autonomous systems.
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Fig. 4. Transit-stub based Internet topology
In each autonomous system, the router-level topology can be further identified. Due to
the hierarchical structure of the Internet, the topologies generated by the ReaSE can be
divided into two parts. The first part is AS level in which the connections between different
domains are specified. The second part is related to the connection between core, gateway
(aggregate), and edge routers in each autonomous system, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig.5. Detailed view of autonomous system based Internet topology
The cores routers are high proficient routers and all are connected with each other
through very high-speed communication links. They are mostly used to connect different
autonomous systems with each other. The core routers further connects to gateway routers
through high-speed links. The gateway router further connects with multiple edge routers.
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Finally, the edges connect to several hosts with lower speed links. Table 1 presents the
chosen parameters for link metrics.
Table 1. Link parameters for simulation
Link Speed
Delay
2.5 Gbps
1 ms
1 Gbps
1 ms
155 Mbps
1 ms
10 Mbps
5 ms
0.768 Mbps
5 ms
0.128 Mbps
5 ms

Router Level
Core to Core
Core to Gateway
Gateway to Edge
Edge to Server
Edge to Host
Host to Edge
6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Here, we investigate the benefit of increased deployment of the DDoS defense system.
The defense system running detection and filtering algorithm is implemented on the edge
routers of stub networks. The defense agents identify and share the attack information to its
coordinator and the coordinators further share this information to the coordinators of nearby
ISPs. By adding more and more number of ISPs in the defense system, attack traffic can be
dropped efficiently and the number of attack packets reaching the victim server will be
decreased. The performance of the defense system is specially checked during the attack
i.e. between 10th to 22nd sec in the simulation run. The results of the simulation will be
collected in the form of scalar and vector output values. The scalar has a single output value
(e.g. the number of packets received) but vector stores series of time-value pairs during the
simulation period. These statistics can later be analysed to evaluate the effect of DDoS
attack and defense mechanism on the performance of legitimate traffic. Here we specially
measure and discuss the effect of incremental deployment of defense system on the
following three performance metrics.
6.1. Throughput
Throughput is defined as the number of packets transferred from source to destination
in per unit time. In the case of DDoS attacks, both attack and legitimate traffic will flow
from source to destination.
(Ta+Tn)

Let 𝑇 = 
Where T - Total Traffic (Packets),
 - Time window
Ta – Attack Traffic (Packets), Tn – Legitimate Traffic (Packets)
So here, the throughput can be divided into goodput and badput, where the goodput is
defined as the number of legitimate packets delivered to the destination whereas badput is
the number of attack packets delivered to the destination. The value of goodput and badput
can be calculated as;
Goodput =

Tn


, Badput =

Ta


Fig. 6 shows the goodput in terms of the total number of legitimate packets delivered to
the destination in the specific time window. The attack starts at 10 th second and continues
up to 22nd second. Fig. 6 shows that the number of legitimate packets dropped will decrease
with the increase in defense enabled ISPs.

Legitimate Packets delivered
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Fig. 6. Goodput

Attack Packets Delivered

Fig.7 shows the badput in terms of the total number of attack packets manage to reach
the destination. The number of attack packets which reaches to the destination will get
decreased with the increase in the participation from ISPs.
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Fig. 7. Badput
6.2. Legitimate Packet Survival Ratio (LPSR)
The legitimate packet survival ratio measures the delivered legitimate packets during an
attack. Suppose Tn is total number of legitimate packets, and Ta is total number of attack
packets, then
Tn
𝑁=
(Ta + Tn)
It is a good parameter to evaluate the influence of the attack. The effect of attack can be
identified by measuring the percentage of legitimate packets reaches to the destination
during the attack. The value of NSPR should be high so as to ensure uninterrupted services.
The value of NPSR starts decreasing with the increase in the rate of attack traffic. This
happens due to the limited availability of link bandwidth which in results starts dropping
legitimate packets. Fig. 8 shows the survival ratio of legitimate packets manages to reach
destination.
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%age of overhead packets

6.3. Percentage of Overhead Packets
The different entities involved in the defense system will communicate with each other
through the secure messages containing attack and control information. We have tried our
best to keep it as much minimum as possible because it creates an extra burden on the
network performance. The following kinds of communications can happen during the
defense process:
Coordinator to edge routers: Coordinator asks the agents on edge router to start defense
system in request mode or self-mode.
Edge router to coordinator: Feedback messages at regular intervals for the attack traffic
identified and dropped by the agent.
Edge router to Gateway router: Messages to request the gateway router to measure entropy
rate against the suspected flow for nearby edge routers.
Gateway router to Edge router: It will reply with the entropy rate for the neighbouring
edge router
Coordinator to Coordinator:
Coordinator of one ISP sends attack related messages to
the coordinators of neighbouring ISPs.
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Fig. 9. Percentage of overhead packets
Fig. 9 shows the graph of overhead packets calculated in terms of percentage. As the
number of ISPs increases, the overhead packets will also increase. The overhead will
increase with the increase in the number of participating ISPs. The overhead packets cannot
be avoided because they will be the part defense mechanism. If we ensure full deployment
then the maximum overhead even during the attack will not cross 7%.
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7. CONCLUSION
Here we described the deployment process of a DDoS defense mechanism on multiple
ISP domains. The main focus of this paper is to unveil the benefits of increased deployment
of DDoS defense system on multiple ISP domains in an incremental fashion. The
performance is tested with the deployment of defense system on varying number of ISPs.
The throughput is evaluated in terms of goodput and badput. The goodput i.e. the number
of legitimate packets delivered to the destination increases with the increase in the number
of participating ISPs. Similarly the badput i.e. the number of attack packet manages to
reach the destination will decrease with increase in participations from ISPs. The normal
packet survival ratio will also increase with the increase in the number of participating
ISPs. The only drawback of the scheme is the percentage of overhead packets which
increases very little with the increase in participating ISPs.
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